


Outside Edge
by Richard Harris

BRITE Box
Following this production, a donation will be made to Voices of
Hope to support the BRITE Box project.

Voices of Hope was founded in Kingston in 2019 to help restore
and rebuild hope in individuals, improving physical and mental
health through community-based choir projects. Over the last
two years it has diversified and grown to meet the expansive
needs within the community.

The BRITE Box project currently helps vulnerable families to
address the growing issue of food hunger. Each family is in the
project for a year and receives a weekly BB which has all the
ingredients, a printed recipe guide with photos, illustrating step
by step, how to cook a healthy meal together as a family.

Cast in order of appearance
Roger David Hamilton
Miriam Sandie Khan
Bob Laurie South
Dennis Scott Milligan
Kevin Matt Sexton
Maggie Sarah Richardson
Ginnie Val Boyle
Alex Adrian Treloar
Sharon Karina Ramnarain

Setting
A cricket pavilion, somewhere near here
Act I – About 1.00 pm on a Saturday in summer
Act II – About 5.30 pm the same day
Time – When the West Indies were Cricket World Cup Champions
... and mobile phones had yet to be invented



Director Janice Smith
Set, Costumes and Stage Management Jenny Robson
Props Helen Dawson
Scoreboard Roger Chown
Cricket props Allan Lloyd
Lighting Nigel Duffin
Sound Mark Springthorpe
Prompt Jo Need
Catering Amanda Shaw
Bar Roger Chown & Cameron Weston-Shaw
Front of House Amanda Shaw



Coming later in 2022 ...

October 7th/8th ... The Best of our Musicals
Your favourite Spring Grove Fringe performers reprise some of their best songs and choruses.

November 25th/26th ... Toad of Toad Hall
A A Milne’s dramatisation of Kenneth Grahame’s 1908 novel The Wind in the Willows,
taking place along a peaceful and magical riverbank, tells the story of Mole, Water Rat,
Badger, and Toad.

The ‘Colts’ XI play home and away

At the home match, Carruthers thought that
the ball bowled to him seemed not quite
‘cricket’, but he made a spiffing cut and we
looked forward to the return match.

Nine of the ‘chaps’ decided to cycle to the
away fixture and set off at once, but ‘Fanny’
Fanshawe and ‘Smutty’ Smythe were swots
and pored over a map (or so they said).

The rest of us split up. ‘Bonky’ Bonchurch
and ‘Stuffer’ Stauffenberg got lost, and when
seagulls ate their packed lunch, they had a
tiff. Ignoring the conveniently beached boat,
they followed some footsteps in the sand
and were not seen again that day.

The seven of us showed up after tea. Fanny
and Smutty were smug – they had arrived
early and practised their strokes. The pitch
seemed unkempt. Opponents looked ugly,
and their bats definitely not regulation
willow, so we put on our cycle clips and left.




